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Brother LC1100VALBP ink cartridge 4 pc(s) Original Black, Cyan,
Magenta, Yellow

Brand : Brother Product code: LC1100VALBP

Product name : LC1100VALBP

Genuine Brother LC1100VALBP Ink Cartridge Multipack

Brother LC1100VALBP ink cartridge 4 pc(s) Original Black, Cyan, Magenta, Yellow:

Purchase this value LC1100VALBP Multipack to save on genuine Brother cartridges. Containing the high
yield LC1100BK, LC1100C, LC1100M and LC1100Y cartridges, it enables you to conveniently replace all
of your ink for less so that your printer continues to deliver the best possible results.
Brother LC1100VALBP. Supply type: Multi pack, Colour ink page yield: 325 pages, Quantity per pack: 4
pc(s), Black ink page yield: 450 pages

Features

Compatibility *

DCPJ-715W MFC-J615W
MFC-5895CW MFC5890CN
MFC-5490CN MFC-490CW
MFC-795CW MFC-6490CW
MFC-790CW MFC-6890CDW
MFC-990CW DCP-6690CW
DCP-185C DCP-395CN

Quantity per pack * 4 pc(s)
Black ink cartridges quantity 1

Features

Colour ink cartridges quantity 3
Black ink page yield 450 pages
Colour ink page yield 325 pages
Type * Original
Printing colours * Black, Cyan, Magenta, Yellow
Brand compatibility * Brother
Supply type * Multi pack
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